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Abstract: Ride sharing is a service that enables users to share trips with others, conserving energy,
decreasing emissions and reducing traffic congestion. Selecting a suitable partner for a user based
on the their trip data is essential for the service, but it also leads to privacy disclosure, e.g., the
user’s location and trajectory. Many privacy-preserving solutions for ride sharing services have been
proposed, which are based on cryptographic technology and provide accurate matching services.
However, these encryption-based algorithms are very complicated and difficult to calculate. In hot
spots, such as stations, airports and sport gymnasiums, a large number of users may apply for a
ride sharing service in short space of time, which will place huge pressure on the service provider.
Using traditional matching methods increases the matching time and leads to a less favorable user
experience. To solve these problems, we model them, aiming to maximize the vehicle’s carrying
capacity and propose a lightweight privacy-preserving ride matching scheme for selecting feasible
partners during busy periods with a large number of requests. To achieve this, we make use of
the homomorphic encryption technique to hide location data and design a scheme to calculate
the distances between users in road networks securely and efficiently. We employ a road network
embedding technique to calculate the distance between users. Moreover, we use travel time instead of
space distance, which makes matching more accurate. Further, with the encrypted itineraries of users,
the service provider selects potential ride share partners according to the feasibility of time schedules.
We use ciphertext packing to reduce overhead, improving the efficiency of ride matching. Finally,
we evaluate our scheme with simulation and demonstrate that our scheme achieves an efficient and
accurate matching service. It only takes a few seconds to complete the matching, and the matching
accuracy is higher than 85 percent in most cases.

Keywords: ride sharing services; privacy preserving; homomorphic encryption; road network; hot
spot; ride matching

1. Introduction

With increasing demand on traffic, congestion is becoming increasingly serious, espe-
cially in rush hour. As part of the Internet sharing economy trend, ride sharing services
(RSSs) have been developed rapidly, which not only mitigates traffic pressure greatly, but
also reduces carbon emissions [1]. Thanks to the widespread use of smart phones and
accurate digital maps, many online ride hailing services (RHS) have been developed, such
as DiDi, Lyft and Uber [2]. The RHS enables a user to use their smart phone to hail a taxi
in a short time. As reported in [3], these ride services, including RSS and RHS, have been
used by 30 percent of citizens in America, surpassing the traditional way of travel. The
market share is expected to exceed USD 200 billion by 2025. In 2021, the sales volume of the
global ride sharing market reached USD 38.2 billion, and is expected to reach USD 126.8
billion in 2028, with a CAGR of 19.8% (2022–2028).
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Although ride sharing services can bring convenience to users’ travel, they also bring
unprecedented privacy risks to their users’ information security [4]. As the service depends
on mature positioning technology, users must submit their location information to the
platform if they want to book a taxi through smart phone application, such as boarding and
alighting locations. In addition, compared with traditional cruise taxis, the ride sharing
service platform can easily collect the travel tracks of millions of passengers every day.
Using data mining technology, it can infer a large amount of passenger privacy information
from these travel records, such as the passenger’s home address or work location, and even
their hobbies [5]. However, the service provider is not fully trusted. It may sell the collected
information from users for monetary reasons while providing services. Furthermore, if the
service platform is attacked, such information will be completely disclosed to unauthorized
organizations or individuals. In extreme cases, if such information is used by criminals,
passengers’ personal property, social reputation and even life safety may be threatened.
Some media have reported the harm of privacy disclosure of the ride sharing system.
Therefore, in order to achieve the long-term development of the ride sharing economy, a
solution to the problems of location privacy and the disclosure of ride sharing services is
urgently required. In the ride sharing service, protecting location privacy means that the
departure and destination of passengers (or any other place related to the ride) will not be
disclosed to anyone [6].

In order to solve the problem of privacy disclosure, different privacy-preserving plans
for ride services (ride hailing and ride sharing) have been proposed in the past few years,
based on encryption techniques [7] or location obfuscation methods [8]. By using spatial
masking [9], differential privacy [10], k-anonymity technology [11], location obfuscation
methods are efficient to protect location privacy. However, they sacrifice the accuracy of the
location and provided inferior services. On the other hand, encryption-based solutions, such
as Searchable Symmetric Encryption [12] and Private Set InterSection [13], provide accurate
location services and privacy preservation. Homomorphic encryption (HE) schemes can
provide a ride matching service by calculating the distance between users over the encrypted
data while protecting the location privacy of users. However, these algorithms have high
computational complexity, and the operations of encryption, decryption and computation
cost too much time. Moreover, with a large amount of service requests, the calculation
complexity increases fast with order O(N2). The SP has to execute a lot of calculations
on encrypted ciphertexts. In hot spot areas, a large number of users may apply for a ride
sharing service in a short time. Considering that many people come out of a railway station
or a gymnasium after a sports game or a concert, respectively, there are many requests in
short time, as shown in Figure 1. In order to provide a ride matching service, the system has
to encrypt the location information of all users and calculate the travel distance of different
matching combinations. It takes much time to encrypt data and calculate the distance, which
is not acceptable.

In this article, we investigate the issue of privacy preservation and ride matching
algorithms in hot spot areas. Our aim is to enable the RSS to provide a ride matching
service efficiently and accurately while protecting location privacy. To provide accurate
matching, we propose a privacy protection method based on the road network distance.
The users encrypt their location and this is transmitted to the server. The distance is
calculated under homomorphic encryption by the server. By this means, the location
privacy is protected. We analyze the problem from both the macro- and micro-level
perspectives and provide the matching criterion. To improve efficiency, the map is divided
into small areas and users are filtered before matching according to their trip and schedules.
The server matches users within the same areas. We also use ciphertexts packing to reduce
communication overhead and computational complexity. The contributions of this paper
are summarized below:

• We formulate the problem to maximize the vehicle’s carrying capacity and propose a
privacy-preserving ride matching scheme. Our scheme can calculate the road network
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distance between users to provide ride matching services without knowing the users’
location.

• We propose an efficient scheme that can quickly provide ride matching results to
deal with a large number of ride sharing services in hot spot area. The users are
pre-selected according to their trip and schedules before matching. We use ciphertexts
packing to reduce communication overhead.

• We evaluate the scheme and the experimental results demonstrate that our scheme
provides accurate matching service within acceptable time. Our scheme can provide
travel time saving and reduce the overall energy consumption.

Hot Spot Scenarios

Airport Station SportsConcert

Ride matching

Location data

Distance  calculation

Partner selection

Figure 1. Example scenario of hot spots.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the
previous research work. In Section 3, we introduce the system model, analyse the location
privacy threats, and explain the design goals of the proposed scheme in this paper. We
introduce the formulation of the problem and give our proposed scheme in Section 4. We
give the security analysis of our proposed scheme and evaluate the performance in Section 5.
Finally, we draw the conclusion in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Although the ride service has many advantages, few users are willing to use it if they
do not solve the privacy problems that users worry about. Therefore, providing privacy
protection is one of the key technologies for the success of ride service. Many schemes
have been proposed to solve the privacy protection problem of ride service. We provide a
summary of location privacy-preserving schemes for ride service in Table 1.

One tradition method is based on spatial and temporal obfuscation. Friginal et al. [14]
introduce the privacy-preserving problem of ride sharing service and proposed a dynamic
framework. In [15], a cloaking based method is proposed. He et al. [10] utilise the differential
privacy technique, which can meet the personalized privacy needs of users. In [5], the pick
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up position is optimised to obfuscate the location. Literature [16] considers the concept of
k anonymity and l diversity. The upload position is to select a close Point of Interest (POI)
from l randomly selected POIs, which is within a given radius. This method ensures that the
exposed location is spatially accessible. These non-cryptographic solutions are fast and easy
to implement. However, they may sacrifice the accuracy.

The follow-up works utilise cryptographic technique to protect users’ location informa-
tion. Pham et al. [9] first introduce an encrypted scheme for ride hailing service. Later, they
improve their scheme, which supports easy payment and reputation assessment [1]. In [17],
Nabil et al. discussed the segmentation of shared RSS tasks. Users would take different
vehicles to complete the journey. In [18], Vignesh et al. considered the community matching
scenario, which not only consisted of the travel factor, but also personal preferences, such
as the age, gender, smoking and so on. In [19], a privacy protection scheme without a
trusted third party was proposed. The bilinear pairing scheme was used to encrypt the
road network distance, and a searchable encryption scheme was designed. However,
these schemes are based on spatial mapping or Euclidean Distance. The matching result is
not accurate according to road network. Luo et al. [2] introduce a scheme for ride hailing
service based on road network. They utilise RNE and Garbled Circuit to compute the
distance between uses [20]. In [4], an online ride matching scheme is proposed. Later, some
blockchain based schemes are proposed, which support smart contract and reputation
assessment [7,21]. These solutions focus on one-to-one matching, which are not practical in
reality as one vehicle can deliver several passengers.

Table 1. Summary of privacy-preserving schemes that address location privacy.

Reference Technique Characteristic

[5,10,14–16] obfuscation method such as k-anonymity Fast and easy to implement
[1,9] Homomorphic encryption Euclidean Distance calculation and reputation assessment
[17–19] Spatial mapping Flexible matching and personal preference
[2,4] Road network distance Accurate location; one-to-one matching
[7,21] Blockchain Smart contract and reputation assessment system

3. Models and Problem Definition

In this section, we first introduce the system model, followed by an analysis of the
location privacy threats currently faced by ride sharing systems, and finally identify the
design goals of the solution proposed in this paper.

3.1. System Model

In this paper, we consider an RSS system that allows the users to request a ride sharing
matching from the service provider. The ride sharing system is composed of three parties:
the authority, the service provider, and the users, as shown in Figure 2.

• Users: Each user has a smart phone with a built-in positioning system, where he can
get their location anytime and anywhere. At the same time, the user has installed the
ride sharing application and completed the registration. A ride sharing query message
includes their identity and location information. uid represents a user’s identity and
locid denotes the user’s location information, including pick-up and drop off locations.
A user submits their encrypted query Q = (uid, E(locid)) to the service provider to
request nearby users who can ride together.

• Service Provider: The ride matching service provider (SP) is responsible for calculating
the distance and providing ride matching service. It divides the road network into
small areas and calculates the distance matrix of the road network. After receiving
the user’s request, the SP calculates the distance between different users with the
encrypted location data. For example, E(dist(i, j)) represents the encrypted distance
between user i and user j. The SP sends the encrypted distance to the authority to get
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data decrypted. Based on the decrypted distance, the SP gives the matching result
Group{ui, uj, uk}, which means user i, j and k share the same ride.

• Authority: The authority is responsible for the registration of users. It provides efficient
key management for a wide range of password operations. It decrypts the distance
data and sends the result back to the SP. The authority is an independent third party
and will not conspire with the SP, thus ensuring the privacy of the service.

Users

Request

generation

Match

results
Decryption

Distance 

computation

Service

Provider
Authority

{ui,uj,uk…}

 Q=(ui, E(loci ))

 Q=(uj, E(locj ))

 Q=(uk, E(lock ))

…

 E(dist(i, j))

E(dist(i, k))

E(dist(j, k))

…

dist(i, j) 

dist(i, k)

dist(j, k)

…

Group{ui,uj,uk}

Group{um,un,uo}

…

Figure 2. System model.

3.2. Threat Model

In general, most users are are honest and sensitive. They submit valid requests and
provide real encrypted locations to the SP. Users do not want any party (including the SP
and other users) to know their travel information. However, there are a few malicious users.
They may attempt to capture some sensitive information about others. Further, the SP is
also considered as semi-honest. That is, it tries to collect user information while providing
services. We also assume that there is no collusion between different parties. We mainly
consider the following typical attacks launched by the SP and users:

• The SP may try to accurately track users in their daily activities, such as the boarding
and alighting locations recorded by the system. According to the travel information
collected, it may perform large-scale inference attacks to learn additional user privacy
information, such as the user’s home and work address, behavior and interests.

• The malicious users may attempt to capture some sensitive information, including
personal information and travel data. They may perform replay attacks. They will
apply for ride services. After obtaining the matching results, they cancel the ride
request. By repeating this, they may collet many travel information of different users.

3.3. Design Goal

Under the above discussion of system model and threat model, our proposed scheme
should achieve the following objectives, for the problem of location privacy disclosure in
the ride sharing system.

3.3.1. Function

The system should provide accurate ride matching results. That is, the SP could find
the nearby users and forms a team by using road distance. To achieve this goal, the SP
should support distance measurement between users with encrypted location.
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3.3.2. Privacy Preservation

The location of each user should be protected. In the whole matching process, the service
provider should not know any information about the user’s location, and users should not
know any information about their partners’ locations before they reach a ride agreement.

3.3.3. Efficient

The scheme should be fast and efficient, that is, the computation cost and commu-
nication overhead should be low enough to enable the ride share matching in real time.
Therefore, it can still provide matching results quickly in the scenario of a large number of
service requests in hot spot areas.

4. Problem Formulation and Proposed Scheme

In this section, we first introduce the formulation of the problem and then propose
our scheme.

4.1. Problem Formulation

In order to give reasonable matching results, we analyze the problem from both macro-
and micro-level perspectives.

From a macro perspective, the system tends to maximize transport capacity, which
means the car transports more customers with fewer detours. As a result, fuel consump-
tion and carbon emissions are reduced. Transport capacity is defined as the number of
riders in a car. Therefore, the system will assign users with similar destinations to the
same vehicle [22].

From a micro perspective, the users are willing to participate in ride sharing as they
benefit from it in multiple ways, including time and money. In hot spot areas, users have to
wait for a long time for a vehicle because there are a large number of ride service requests.
Users can save waiting time through ride sharing while they may suffer more traffic time as
the vehicle take a detour to send different users. Thus, users hope to travel with users with
similar destinations.

Using the above analysis, we arrive at the same conclusion from both the macro-
level and micro-level perspectives—that users with similar destinations will take the same
vehicle. We use the definition of travel time saving (TSS) from the literature [23] and
provide detailed problem modeling derivation. TTS means the time saving brought by ride
sharing. To reduce detours, the TTS should be positive. The problem is to find a set of users
to maximize the TSS.

The problem is denoted as:

t∗ = arg max TTS(i, j, k)

subject to dR
(
li, lj

)
< dR

(
ls, lj

)
dR
(
lj, lk

)
< dR(ls, lk).

(1)

For rider i, j, k, we suppose the driver sends i first and then j and k. The TTS can be
calculated as:

TTS(i, j, k) = dR(ls, li) + dR
(
ls, lj

)
+

dR(ls, lk)− dR(ls, li)−
dR
(
li, lj

)
− dR

(
lj, lk

)
.

(2)

where ls is the pick-up location for all users, li, lj and lk are the drop off locations for users
i, j, k and dR( , ) represents the distance between two users in road network. The constraint
means that the users should benefit from ride sharing. Specifically, user j and k should pay
less money as they wait for the driver sending the other user.

As shown in Equation (2), we can see that the TTS is the difference between the sum
of travel distance without ride sharing and the sum of the distance between different user.
The former part is constant according to the users’ location. Our goals can be transformed
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to calculate the minimum distance between different users, that is, the users are close to
each other, which is consistent with our previous analysis that we need to find users with
similar destinations.

d∗ = arg min dR(ls, li) + dR
(
li, lj

)
+ dR

(
lj, lk

)
. (3)

In many papers, a widely used scheme to measure map distance is the Euclidean
distance. The distance between any two nodes A and B is evaluated by their Cartesian
coordinates (xA, yA), (xB, yB):

dist(A, B) =
√
(xA − xB)2 + (yA − yB)2. (4)

Obviously, this is not well fitted in the road network. A vehicle cannot run through
buildings to move straight from A to B. It has to move along the roads. Researchers
propose a Manhattan distance on a gird network. The distance is the sum up of vertical
and horizontal distances.

dist(A, B) = |(xA − xB)|+ |(yA − yB)|. (5)

However, there are seldom strict grid road networks in reality. Many roads are
not vertical or horizontal, which will effect the distance calculation accuracy directly.
The distance should be calculated by the sum up of road segments along the trajectory.
Moreover, there are some one-way streets. Suppose there is a one-way street from node A
to node B. We denote dist(A, B) as the distance from node A to node B and dist(B, A) as
the distance from node B to node A. We can easily get dist(A, B) < dist(B, A). Because a
driver can drive directly from A to B but has to make a detour to drive back from B to A.

In order to calculate the distance between users more accurately in road network, we
use the road network embedding (RNE) technology proposed by Shahabi [24]. We define
the road network as a weighted directed graph G = (V, E), where the node set V represents
intersections of roads or road ends, and E is a set of directed edges connecting two nodes.
As the road network is stable, we can easily get the distance between any two nodes vi and
vj, and form a spatial distance matrix S = {svi ,vj}, where svi ,vj denotes the distance from
node vi to vj.

Suppose user u is located in the road segment connecting node s and node t; the
distance between u and any node v ∈ V can be be calculated by the following formula:

su,v = min{su,s + ss,v, su,t + st,v}. (6)

Note that the location of u can be expressed by the distance matrix S = {su,vi} when
there are enough reference points vi ∈ V .

With all the locations of users described by distance matrix, the distance between two
users a and b can be approximated as:

sa,b ' max(sa,vi − sb,vi
), vi ∈ V. (7)

To be more accurate, we need to consider the traffic condition. It takes long time
to go when there is heavy traffic. Similarly, we can obtain a temporal distance matrix
T = {tvi ,vj}, where tvi ,vj denotes the driving time from node vi to vj. The travel time matrix
T is represented as

T =


0 tv1,v2 · · · tv1,vn

tv2,v1 0 · · · tv2,vn
...

... · · ·
...

tvn ,v1 tvn ,v2 · · · 0


n×n

(8)
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For simplicity, we denote a sketch of user as,

T(u) = (T1(u), . . . , Tκ(u)). (9)

Then we have
T(a, b) ' max

1≤j≤κ
(Tj(a)− Tj(b)). (10)

4.2. Proposed Scheme

In this section, we will illustrate how our proposed scheme works. Figure 3 shows the
workflow our scheme, which consists of four stages.

(1) System initialization: The authorized authority generates a public key and a private
key according to the encryption algorithm. The generated keys will be assigned to the
designated user. The SP divides the road network into small areas and calculates the
distance matrix of the road network.

(2) User Registration: The users use phone number or other personal information to register
their personal identity. The service provider will encrypt the registration information.

(3) Request Generation: Users generate and submit the requests to the SP in encrypted form.

 Q=(ui, E(loci ))

Map division

Distance calculation

Service

Provider

Authority

Key generation

User registration

Request generation

Data encryption

User

Distance calculation

Service

Provider

 Ciphertext packing

Distance Matrix T

{uid,pkid} Group{ui,uj,uk}

Authority

Data decryption

Data decryption

 E(dist(i, j))

dist(i, j) 

Figure 3. The workflow of our scheme.

For a user i with request (ls, li), they encrypt the location data, where ls and li stand
for the start location and the destination location. The user sends the encrypted request
R = (E(T(s)), E(T(i))) to the server.

In order to protect users’ location privacy, we use homomorphic encryption technol-
ogy to encrypt users’ location information. Homomorphic encryption (HE) is a kind of
encryption scheme which has a special property—homomorphism. It allows a third party
(e.g., cloud, service provider) to perform certain computable functions on the encrypted
data while preserving the features of the function and format of the encrypted data [25].
As an example for an additively HE scheme, for plaintext m1 and m2,

E(m1 + m2) = E(m1)
⊕

E(m2). (11)

where E denotes the encryption function and
⊕

stands for a certain operation. One can
obtain E(m1 + m2) by using E(m1) and E(m2) without knowing m1 and m2 explicitly.

There are many encryption algorithms that achieve homomorphism. According to the
supported the types and times of operations, all these algorithms can be divided into the
following three categories: (1) Partially homomorphic encryption (PHE) supports infinite
addition or multiplication operations, such as RSA [26]. (2) Somewhat homomorphic
encryption (SHE, sometimes abbreviated as SWHE), such as BGN cryptosystem [27], sup-
ports finite combination of different operations. (3) Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE)
supports all operations without any limits, such as Gentry09 [28].

Generally, due to the limited operation supported, the complexity of the PHE scheme
is low. Paillier cryptosystem is a PHE [29] scheme, which can achieve additive homomor-
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phism. In this paper, we will use Paillier cryptosystem to encrypt the location data of
drivers and riders.

Key Generation (pk; sk). Choose two large prime numbers p and q, the two numbers are
the same length, and gcd(pq, (p− 1)(q− 1)) = 1. Compute n = pq, λ = lcm(p− 1)(q− 1).
Choose a random number g ∈ Z∗n2 , such that lcm

(
L
(
gλ mod n2), n

)
= 1, where L(x) = x−1

n .
The public key is pk = (n, g) and the private key is sk = λ.

Encryption. Suppose a plaintext m ∈ Zn and choose a random number r ∈ Zn. The
ciphertext can be calculated as

c = E(m mod n; r mod n) = gmrn mod n2. (12)

Decryption. Given a ciphertext c ∈ Zn2 , the plaintext is derived as

m =
L(cλ mod n2)

L(gλ mod n2)
mod n2. (13)

The Paillier cryptosystem has additive Homomorphism. For any m1, m2, r1, r2 ∈ Zn,
we have the following properties,

E(m1; r1)E(m2; r2) = E(m1 + m2; r1r2) mod n2. (14)

Em2(m1; r1) = E(m1m2; rm2
1 ) mod n2. (15)

The modified Paillier cryptosystem was proposed to make decryption lightweight.
As we know, the plaintext space of the Paillier cryptosystem is much smaller than the
space of ciphertext. Thus, we adopt the plaintext packing technique to significantly reduce
computation cost and communication cost. The basic idea of ciphertext packing is intro-
duced as follows. Suppose a1, . . . , al are κ-bit integers, their corresponding ciphertexts are
[a1], . . . , [al ]. We construct the packed ciphertext by

[[a1]| · · · |[al ]] =
l

∏
i=1

[ai]
2κ(l−i)

(16)

We only need one decryption to obtain the packed plaintext

[a1| · · · |al ] =
l

∑
i=1

ai2κ(l−i) (17)

and then recover a1, . . . , al .
In this paper, we set the modulus N used in Paillier cryptosystem to 1024 bits, the bit

length ε of Tm(s) is 32 bits.
We construct the packed ciphertext by

[[T1(s)]| · · · |[Tκ(s)]] =
κ

∏
m=1

[Tm(s)]2
ε(κ−m)

(18)

The corresponding packed plaintext is

[T1(s)| · · · |T1(s)] =
κ

∑
m=1

Tm(s)2ε(κ−m). (19)

(4) Ride Matching: The SP computes the distances between different users based on
encrypted location data, and then transmit the encrypted distance to the authority.
After the distance is decrypted, the result is sent back to the SP. The SP selects a set of
users with the maximum TTS.
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Based on the properties of homomorphism encryption, the SP can calculate the travel
time between different users,

E(T(i, j)) = E( max
1≤m≤κ

(Tm(i)− Tm(j)))

max
1≤m≤κ

E(Tm(i))E−1(Tm(j)).
(20)

The SP sends E(T(i, j)), E(T(j, k)) to the authority to get data decrypted. After cipher-
text decryption, the SP get T(i, j), T(j, k) and calculate the minimum of T(i, j) + T(j, k).

As discussed above, we reach a conclusion that the system will assign users with
similar destinations to the same vehicle. Therefore, the matching result depends on which
users are in the vicinity, without worrying about the other users far away. By filtering
unnecessary users, the server only needs to calculate the distance between users in a small
area and give the matching result. It greatly reduces the amount of data to be calculated,
thus saving the matching time. Therefore, a simple method is to divide the map into small
areas. The SP executes matching algorithm only among users within the same area. As we
mention in the first stage, the SP divides the road network into small areas and calculates
the distance matrix of the road network. Therefore, the matching will be performed among
users in the specified area according to the SP. However, as shown in Figure 4, some users
fail to find a match or their group is not full. Then the zone is increased and the remaining
users perform the second round of matching. Moreover, we set a threshold δ for the
matching process. When the distance between two users is longer than δ, the users will not
share the same vehicle as it is not worthwhile.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Example of multiple rounds of matching process. (a) Users (depicted as red points) match in a
small range; (b) The remaining users (depicted as blue points) perform the second round of matching.

5. Performance Evaluation
5.1. Security Analysis

In this section, we outline the security analysis of our proposed scheme according to
the different types of attacks mentioned above.

To obtain a ride service, users have to register their identities to the service provider
and upload their trip information. In the service request phase, users will encrypt their
location information according to the road network distance matrix provided by the server,
and send it to the platform. The SP calculates the distance between different users according
to their encrypted location data. Although the service provider can know the map area to
which the user belongs, the specific location of the user is encrypted. The server can only
obtain the user’s rough location information and cannot infer the user’s specific location.
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In our ride sharing system, a malicious external attacker may be disguised as a
legitimate user and obtain the personal information of a legitimate user by issuing a ride
sharing request and then canceling it. However, in the design of this scheme, the matching
process is completed based on homomorphic encrypted data. The attacker can only know
the nearest matching partner, but cannot obtain the specific information of other users.
From the design details of the scheme, it is clear that the service provider only stores users’
encrypted phone numbers. Without the private key, the external attacker cannot obtain any
information about the user; this can only be accessed through the encrypted phone number.

5.2. Simulation Result

In this section, we evaluate the practicability of our scheme in urban scenarios. We
analyze the performance from three aspects: complexity, accuracy and benefit. For com-
plexity, we show how fast our scheme works, which is vital in a hot spot scenario. We also
evaluate how accurate the matching is. It is the core of ride matching service. Finally, we
show how we benefit from ride matching. It is the motivation this service. We run the
simulations with MATLAB(manufatured by The MathWorks, USA) and the parameters are
listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Experimental Parameters

Description Value

Road network size 20× 20 km2

Matching threshold δ 2 km2

User scale 2000–4000
User density 5–10 per km2

Maximum riders of a taxi 3
Parameters of Paillier cryptosystem N = 1024 bits, g = 160 bits

Dimension ω 4, 8, . . . , 32
Bit-length of a sketch ε 32 bits

(1) Complexity Analysis

First, we evaluate the performance of our scheme in terms of communication and
computation costs. This depends on how long time ride matching takes. For the Paillier
cryptosystem, one encryption requires two exponentiations and one multiplication, while
one decryption requires one exponentiation. We set N and g to 1024 bits and 160 bits and
the ciphertext is 2048 bits.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the computation and communication cost of our scheme
and the basic original scheme. In the original scheme, the user location is encrypted
and sent to the service provider to complete the distance calculation and user matching.
In our improved scheme, the complexity of the matching algorithm is reduced and the
communication cost is saved through space division and ciphertext packing. According to
the discussion above, we know users with similar destinations will take the same vehicle.
So we divide the map into small areas and make ride matching among users in the same
area. This way, the number of users is decreased.

For a user, its cost depends on the dimension of the road network matrix. In order to
get service, the user has to upload ω location data and encrypt all of the pieces. The more
data uploaded by the user, the more accurate the ride matching. However, there are more
calculations with the increase in uploaded data. With the data packing technique, there needs
to be only one or two layers of encryption instead of ω layers of encryption. Moreover, the
packet length is reduced. Therefore, both the communication cost and computation cost is
significantly reduced.
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Table 3. Communication overhead and computation cost.

Dimension ω
Original Scheme Our Scheme

Rider (KBs) Driver (KBs) Server (MBs) Rider (KBs) Driver (KBs) Server (MBs)

4 2.0 2.0 8.7 0.256 0.256 4.5

8 4.1 4.1 17.2 0.256 0.256 7.3

12 6.1 6.1 25.8 0.256 0.256 10.2

16 8.2 8.2 34.3 0.256 0.256 13.1

20 10.3 10.3 42.9 0.256 0.256 16.0

24 12.3 12.3 51.4 0.256 0.256 18.9

28 14.4 14.4 59.9 0.256 0.256 21.8

32 16.5 16.5 68.5 0.256 0.256 24.6

Table 4. Communication overhead and computation cost.

Dimension ω
Original Scheme Our Scheme

Rider (s) Driver (s) Server (s) Rider (ms) Driver (ms) Server (s)

4 3.4 3.4 130.9 5.0 4.9 2.9

8 6.9 6.9 297.3 5.1 4.9 4.2

12 10.3 10.3 380.3 4.9 5.0 5.4

16 13.8 13.8 549.4 5.1 4.9 6.7

20 17.0 17.0 729.1 4.9 5.0 7.7

24 20.6 20.6 801.4 5.0 4.9 9.1

28 24.0 24.0 1048.9 5.1 5.0 10.1

32 27.5 27.5 1187.5 4.9 5.0 11.2

(2) Accuracy Analysis

In this section, we compare the performance of our scheme with that of the other four
schemes. Among them, the ORide [1] and pRide [2] solutions provide the ride hailing
service, while PSRide [4] and PRIS [23] provide ride sharing services. The ride hailing
service provides a match between a user and several drivers. The SP finds the nearest
driver to the specific user. In a ride sharing service, the schedule and itinerary of a user
is considered. The matching criterion is to find two users with a similar itinerary. ORide
and PRIS are based on Euclidean distance, while pRide and PSRide are based on road
distance. We consider the characteristics of the road network and use travel time to measure
the distance between users. We use matching accuracy to evaluate the performance of
distance calculation in different schemes. The more precisely the distance between users is
calculated, the more accurate the matching result, and the better the users’ service.

Figure 5 illustrates the matching accuracy under different dimension of the road
network matrix. The matching accuracy of pRide and our scheme rises as the dimension
increases, because when users upload more location information, the system can calculate
the distance between users more accurately and provide accurate matching services. We
can see the accuracy in our scheme is above 90% if the dimension reaches 12, which is
practical in daily life. The ORide scheme is based on European distance, so the accuracy is
lower than the other two schemes in most cases. Our scheme considers the complexity and
time variations of the road network and, therefore, has the best performance.

As shown in Figure 6, the matching accuracy gradually rises as the user density
increases, since there are more users around each other. The accuracy of our scheme is
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always higher than 90%, which is much higher than other schemes, as we consider the
complexity and time variations of the road network due to the the road network distance.
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Figure 5. Matching accuracy under different dimension of the road network.
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Figure 6. Matching accuracy under different user density.

(3) Benefit Analysis

In this part, we show how the system and users benefit from the ride sharing service
with respect to transport capacity and fuel consumption reduction.

The matching distribution under different user density is shown in Figure 7, which
depicts the transport capacity. With the increase in user density, there are more users in
the matched group. The proportion of groups containing three users increases and the
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proportion of un-grouped users decreases. When there are fewer users, the destinations
of users are sparse and scattered. The matching is not easily completed. When the user
density increases, there are more users in the partition zone, which makes matching easier.
The proportion of groups containing three users is about 80 percent when the user density
reaches 7 users per km2, which means the matching scheme is effective.
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Figure 7. Matching distribution under different user density.

Figure 8 depicts the execution time of PRIS, PSRide and our scheme under different user
densities. With the increase in user density, the server has to execute more computation due
to the greater number of potential match users. Our scheme is much more efficient, since
PRIS and PSRide do not consider the scenario of massive numbers of users. For each match,
our scheme takes less than 10 seconds in most cases, while the other schemes require tens of
seconds to find partners.
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Figure 8. Impact of the user density on execution time.
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The average TTS per vehicle is shown in Figure 9, which means the the fuel consump-
tion reduction brought by the ride sharing. We can see the average TTS of all the schemes
increases with user density. With the increase in user density, their are more potential user
matches. Some ungrouped users find matching partners. The matching result is more
accurate. Our scheme is much more efficient, since PRIS and PSRide do not consider the
scenario of massive numbers of users matching.
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Figure 9. Impact of user density on average TTS per vehicle.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the issue of privacy preservation for massive ride-share
matching and proposed a lightweight scheme based on the road network. We utilized
a homomorphic encryption technique to hide location data and designed a secure and
effective scheme to calculate the distance between users in the road network to achieve ride
sharing matching service. Moreover, we consider space division and ciphertext packing to
decrease communication and computation costs. The simulation results have shown that
our scheme can achieve 90% ride matching accuracy while maintaining a fast matching
speed. Our scheme also performed well when considering travel time savings and energy
consumption reduction. In future work, we will use blockchain technology to establish a
trust evaluation mechanism for users and design a privacy-preserving matching algorithm.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

RSS Ride Sharing Service
RHS Ride Hailing Service
PoI Point of Interest
SP Service Provider
TSS Travel Time Saving
RNE Road Network Embedding
HE Homomorphic Encryption
PHE Partially Homomorphic Encryption
SHE Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption
FHE Fully Homomorphic Encryption
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